2019 12U National Team
Team USA at Czech Republic
Aug. 2, 2019 at Tainan, Taiwan (ASPAC B)

Score by Innings   1  2  3  4  R  H  E
Team USA          9  2  4  0 15 12  0
Czech Republic    0  0  0  0  0  1  2

Team USA starters: 15/1b Hartshorn, J; 23/3b Tinajero, L; 6/ss Fien, G; 14/rf Ruckert, J; 25/dh Adkins, D; 26/lf Hayes, R; 19/cf McKernan, J;
Czech Republic starters: 66/cf Katz, J; 61/lf Tylich, T; 6/dh Cajz, M; 51/1b Hedl, F; 49/fl Kubelka, J; 45/c Sobotka, D; 60/ss Marinke, K; 68/3b Kolev, K; 62/2b Venturba, V; 3p Novak, J;

Team USA 1st - Hartshorn, J singled up the middle (0-1 K). Hartshorn, J stole second. Tinajero, L. walked (3-2 BBFFBB); Hartshorn, J stole third. Tinajero, L. stole second. Fien, G. doubled down the rf line, 2 RBI (0-1 K); Tinajero, L. scored; Hartshorn, J scored.
Ruckert, J. hit by pitch (1-0 B). Ruckert, J. advanced to second on a wild pitch; Fien, G. advanced to third on a wild pitch. Adkins, D. homered to center field, 3 RBI (0-1 K); Ruckert, J. scored; Fien, G. scored. Hayes, R. walked (3-1 KBBB); Hayes, R. advanced to second on a balk. Meza, N. singled through the left side, RBI (0-0); Hayes, R. scored. Meza, N. advanced to second on an error by If. Meza, N. stole third. Lo Re, J. grounded out to ss, RBI (3-2 BFFBB); Meza, N. scored. Nixon, B. flew out to ss (2-2 KBBFB);
Hartshorn, J singled to center field (1-2 BKKF). Hartshorn, J stole second. Hartshorn, J advanced to third on an error by c. Tinajero, L. homered to right center, 2 RBI (2-1 BF); Hartshorn, J scored. Fien, G. walked (3-2 BFBBFFFB); Fien, G. advanced to second on a wild pitch. Ruckert, J. struck out swinging (2-2 KBBF). 9 runs, 6 hits, 2 errors, 1 LOB.

Kubelka, J. singled up the middle (0-1 K); Cajz, M. advanced to second; Katz, J. advanced to third. Sobotka, D. struck out swinging (2-2 KBBK). 0 runs, 1 hit, 0 errors, 3 LOB.

Team USA 2nd - Adkins, D. walked (3-1 BFFB). Adkins, D. stole second. Hayes, R. doubled to center field, RBI (1-1 BF); Adkins, D. scored. Meza, N. flew out to cf (0-0). Lo Re, J. singled to center field, RBI (2-2 KBF); Hayes, R. scored. Marinacek, J. to p for Novak, J. Nixon, B. flew out to If (3-2 BFBB); Hartshorn, J flew out to cf (0-0). 2 runs, 2 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Czech Republic 2nd - Martinke, K. struck out swinging (0-2 K). Kolev, K. struck out swinging (0-2 KF). Venturba, V. flew out to 2b (1-2 KFFB). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Meza, N. singled through the left side (0-0). Meza, N. advanced to second on a wild pitch. Lo Re, J. doubled to right field, RBI (1-0 B); Meza, N. scored. Nixon, B. popped up to 2b (1-1 KB). 4 runs, 3 hits, 0 errors, 1 LOB.

Czech Republic 3rd - Hluchy, N. struck out swinging (2-2 BKF). Tylich, T. struck out swinging (3-2 KBBFFB). Cajz, M. struck out swinging (2-2 KBBK). 0 runs, 0 hits, 0 errors, 0 LOB.

Team USA 4th - Armijo, J. to 1b for Hartshorn, J. Lewis, B. to ss for Fien, G. Armijo, J. singled to right field (0-0). Tinajero, L.